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Abstract Warm‐sector torrential rainfall (WR) in the South China monsoon region has long been a
forecasting challenge because of the limited capability of numerical models in heavy rainfall without
strong synoptic forcing. Through convection‐allowing ensemble forecasts, this study explores both the
intrinsic and practical predictability of a coastal WR event on 19–20 May 2015 during SCMREX (the
Southern China Monsoon Rainfall Experiment). The results show a large variability in forecast performance
among different members, indicating the practical limit of predictability. In general, GOOD members tend
to have a stronger low‐level southerly wind over the sea (monsoon flow) and a considerable surface
cooling over the northern mountains (associated with land/mountain breeze). Further investigation via
ensemble‐based sensitivity analysis shows that the occurrence of WR is closely related to the nighttime
strengthened (cooling) southerly wind (temperatures) over the sea (mountains), 1–3 hr prior to the
convection initiation. In contrast, spatial scaling of the initial perturbations has little impact on the forecast
after 3 hr and the meso‐γ‐scale rainfall is fully decorrelated after 12 hr, suggesting an intrinsic predictability
limit for lead times as short as 6–12 hr. Sensitivity experiments are conducted with the initial‐condition
differences reduced by almost an order of magnitude smaller than typical ensemble perturbations, with the
results demonstrating that the rainstorm might be near the point of bifurcation, where predictability is
intrinsically limited. The limits of both intrinsic and practical predictability highlight the need for rapidly
updated and probabilistic convection‐allowing ensemble forecasts for events of this type.

1. Introduction

Throughout the world, extreme rainfall events and the often associated flash flooding continue to threa-
ten many facets of everyday life, including the infrastructure of the built environment, individual liveli-
hoods, and personal safety. The South China coast—a crucial region in which the East Asian monsoon
rainband originates and begins its seasonal march (Luo et al., 2017; Tao & Chen, 1987)—is an area with
one of the highest frequencies of heavy rainfall in the world. In this region, in addition to the heavy
rainfall associated with synoptic‐scale fronts, there are also frequent torrential rainfall events that occur
within weak synoptic disturbances far from (or without) frontal systems (known as warm‐sector torren-
tial rainfall; Huang et al., 1986; Ding, 1994). The warm‐sector heavy rains in South China monsoon
region are different from the so‐called warm sector rainfall in midlatitudes, which often appears within
the warm sector of a frontal cyclone/extratropical cyclone (i.e., after the warm front) and still being clo-
sely associated with fronts (Boustead et al., 2013; Browning et al., 1974; Markowski & Richardson, 2010;
Oliver &; Shaw, 1956). Such warm‐sector torrential rainfall in South China has long been a problem for
forecasters owing to the limited capability of numerical models in predicting heavy rainfall without
strong synoptic forcing.

Since the first scientific experiment regarding heavy rainfall in South China in the early 1980s, warm‐sector
torrential rainfall has attracted the attention of meteorologists. The impact of low‐level warm and humid
flow (e.g., Huang et al., 1986; Wang, Luo, et al., 2014), land‐sea effects (e.g., Chen et al., 2014; Wu et al.,
2017), terrain effects (e.g., Wu & Luo, 2016; Xu et al., 2012), and convective environmental conditions of
mesoscale convective systems (MCSs; e.g., Xia et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2011) have been emphasized. In
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recent years, using smaller spacing mesoscale observation data, several observation‐based analyses have
examined the structure, initiation, maintenance, and properties of warm‐sector torrential rainfall–
associated MCSs (e.g., Wang, Luo, et al., 2014; Wu & Luo, 2016; Liu et al., 2018). Planetary boundary layer
(PBL) weather systems such as low‐level jets, near‐surface winds, and precipitation‐generated cold outflows
have been demonstrated to play important roles in initiating and maintaining warm‐sector rainfall (Chen
et al., 2017; Du & Chen, 2019; Wang, Luo, et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2017). Our recent statistical analysis (Wu
et al., 2020) further revealed the relationship between formation/evolution of warm‐sector heavy rainfall
and the diurnal variability of multiscale land‐sea effects (synoptic‐scale monsoon flow and local land‐sea
breeze) and local orographic effect (lifting/blocking and mountain‐valley breeze). The morning peak of
warm‐sector heavy rainfall is associated with the intensified convergence between nocturnal low‐level jets
in southerly monsoon and land breezes (Wu et al., 2019). An ensemble‐based analysis of European Centre
for Medium‐Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) global ensemble forecast data showed that warm‐sector
torrential rainfall usually has a large ensemble‐mean‐amount bias and a relatively large spread, suggesting
a significant difference in the predictability for warm‐sector and frontal torrential rainfall events (Du &
Chen, 2018). Despite recent advances in understanding the formation of this flash‐flood‐producing warm‐

sector torrential rainfall, little is known about its predictability in this region. Atmospheric predictability
is a basic scientific issue related to the practical application of weather forecasting. The study of atmospheric
predictability began with Thompson (1957) and Lorenz (1963, 1969), and then aroused the attention of
meteorologists. According to the intrinsic property of error, broadly speaking, predictability can be broken
down into two parts: intrinsic predictability and practical predictability. Intrinsic predictability is defined
as “the extent to which prediction is possible if an almost perfect procedure is used” (e.g., Lorenz, 1969).
Practical predictability refers to “the extent to which we ourselves are able to predict by the best‐known pro-
cedure, either currently or in the foreseeable future” (e.g., Lorenz, 1982, 1996; Melhauser & Zhang, 2012;
Nielsen & Schumacher, 2016). Therefore, the practical predictability of the atmosphere is affected by, but
not equivalent to, the intrinsic predictability of the atmosphere. Moreover, both intrinsic predictability
and practical predictability of the atmosphere are dependent on the specific atmospheric flow patterns that
are in place (e.g., Lorenz, 1996; Zhang et al., 2006), with expected loss of predictability during regime transi-
tion (Palmer, 1993).

Most processes that govern torrential rainfall, especially in the warm season, reside in the mesoscale
and storm‐scale motions of the atmosphere. The increases in computing power in the early 2000s have
fortunately allowed the simulation of mesoscale phenomena with higher horizontal resolution, meaning
considerable efforts have been devoted to understanding the predictability of severe weather at the
mesoscales and even smaller scales. Many studies on error growth at the mesoscale have indicated that
deep moist convection is a primary mechanism for small‐scale error growth (e.g., Hohenegger & Schär,
2007a, 2007b; Melhauser & Zhang, 2012; Nielsen & Schumacher, 2016; Zhang et al., 2003, 2006, 2007;
Zhang et al., 2016). Moreover, small initial errors saturate at the convective scale and then grow upscale
to limit the predictability at the mesoscale, resulting in error growth rates for high‐resolution models
being much higher than for coarser‐resolution models (Hohenegger & Schär, 2007a). The notion of
upscale error growth creating a limit on atmospheric predictability has gained wide acceptance in the
meteorology community.

On the contrary, some studies have indicated that the error growth from very small scales can be masked by
downscale error growth from larger scales and does not have a substantial impact on the limit of predictabil-
ity (e.g., Bei & Zhang, 2007; Durran et al., 2013; Durran & Gingrich, 2014; Durran &Weyn, 2016; Rotunno &
Snyder, 2008). Therefore, relative to the large‐scale errors, these “butterflies” (very small initial errors) are
not of practical importance in atmospheric predictability (Durran & Gingrich, 2014; Durran & Weyn,
2016). However, owing to direct energizing at the mesoscale by processes such as deep moist convection,
the relevance to the real atmosphere of predictability estimates based onmodels of homogeneous turbulence
is unclear (Bierdel et al., 2017; Sun & Zhang, 2016; Zhang et al., 2003). In fact, it is difficult to identify the
rapid downscaling process of large‐scale small errors (Durran & Weyn, 2016) and completely separate the
upscale growth of small errors at the convective scale from the internal growth of large‐scale errors (Sun
& Zhang, 2016) in the real atmosphere. Moreover, Nielsen and Schumacher (2016) showed that both upscal-
ing and downscaling effects of error growth exist, but even in the same weather process, the relative effects of
these two error growth modes in different regions even on the same day are not the same.
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Besides the initial condition (IC) errors, the practical atmospheric predictability of convective weather is
influenced by errors in numerical weather prediction (NWP) models (Bauer et al., 2015; Burlingame et al.,
2017; Stensrud et al., 2000; Wu et al., 2013), synoptic‐scale forcing (Melhauser & Zhang, 2012; Zhang
et al., 2015), environmental conditions (Cintineo & Stensrud, 2013; Park, 1999; Wandishin et al., 2008,
2010), topography (Walser et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2015), and so on. Therefore, both the intrinsic predict-
ability and practical predictability of convective weather events are highly case‐/flow‐/scale‐dependent
(Done et al., 2012; Hohenegger et al., 2006; Johnson et al., 2014; Nielsen & Schumacher, 2016; Walser
et al., 2004). Even cases with a similar intensity of moist convection might exhibit a different predictability
depending on the relationship between the larger‐scale flow and the moist convection (Hohenegger et al.,
2006). In order to further understand and improve the predictability of convective weather, the Mesoscale
Predictability Experiment (MPEX) was conducted within the U.S. intermountain region and high plains
(Weisman et al., 2015). Results from this experiment have shown that the spatial variability in PBL structure,
which reflects the variability in low‐level moisture, temperature, and winds, is very important to the predict-
ability of convection initiation (CI; Weisman et al., 2015; Burlingame et al., 2017; Trapp & Woznicki, 2017).

The aforementioned mesoscale predictability studies on heavy rain focused primarily on midlatitude
weather systems with strong baroclinicity, or warm‐season extreme rainfall events with strong synoptic‐
scale forcing (e.g., fronts and/or associated upper‐level troughs). In the tropical monsoon region, heavy‐
rain‐producing systems and associated MCSs in the warm season usually possess strong convective/
conditional instability but weak baroclinicity. The predictability of heavy rainfall events in this region (with
strong moist convection), especially the frequent flash‐flood‐producing warm‐sector torrential rains, has not
yet been well documented. In this study, based on a typical warm‐sector torrential rainfall event during the
Southern China Monsoon Rainfall Experiment (SCMREX; Luo et al., 2017), we attempt to use convection‐
allowing ensembles (grid spacing down to 1 km) to understand the characteristics of error growth and
mesoscale predictability of heavy rains at the monsoon coast.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of the synoptic environ-
ment and evolution of the heavy rainfall event. Section 3 describes the model configuration and experimen-
tal design. The practical predictability and intrinsic predictability of the event are discussed in sections 4 and
5, respectively, and section 6 provides a summary and discussion.

2. Overview of the Warm‐Sector Torrential Rainfall Event

The torrential rainfall that occurred during 19 to 20May 2015 was one of the strongest heavy rain events dur-
ing the “intensive observing periods” of SCMREX and was also one of the most disastrous heavy rainfall
events to hit mainland China that year (Luo et al., 2017). The maximum rainfall occurred in Shanwei, a
coastal city located in the southeast region of Guangdong Province, with a peak of 542 mm/day. This torren-
tial rainfall event was mostly generated during the 12‐hr period of 2000 LST 19May to 0800 LST 20May (LST
= UTC + 8 hr). There were two heavy rainfall areas over South China: a large rainband located in the north-
ern part of Guangdong and Guangxi, along with a narrow heavy‐rain region located in the southeast coastal
region (Figures 1a and 1b). These two heavy rainfall areas did not merge during the 12‐hr period, though the
northern rainband moved southeast with the cold front (Figure 1b).

The synoptic conditions combined to produce ingredients known to be conductive to heavy srainfall. From
2000 LST 19 May to 0800 LST 20 May, there was a synoptic cold front (with wind direction convergence and
a large temperature gradient) at the surface extended southward form the northern areas to the central areas
of South China (Figures 1c and 1d) and the northern rainband (Figures 1a and 1b) was located near the fron-
tal region and its north side. Correspondingly, a wind shear line located over South China at the low levels. A
strong low‐level jet (with maximum wind speed exceeding 12 m/s) was present over South China Sea,
advecting moisture northward toward the frontal region (Figures 1e and 1f). An upper‐level weak shortwave
trough was moving southeastward and Guangdong located in front of this trough, controlled by the south-
westerly wind (Figure 1g). These synoptic conditions were closely associated with the northern rainband
(frontal heavy rainfall). In contrast, the stronger coastal heavy rainfall occurred within the southerlies and
far from the front (Figure 1), located at the warm‐sector with the surface temperature exceeded 25°C
(Figure 1c) and in the windward slopes of the coastal mountains. From a synoptic‐scale perspective, relative
to the frontal rainband occurring in the significant wind‐direction convergence zone (similar to head‐on
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collision), the warm‐sector heavy rainfall mainly occurs in the wind‐speed convergence zone (similar to
rear‐end collision) of the boundary layer near 925 hPa (Figures 1e and 1h; Wu et al., 2017). The northern
frontal rainband propagated southeastward with the front from Guangxi to Guangdong, beginning on the

Figure 1. Distribution of (a and b) 6‐hr cumulative precipitation based on rain gauge observations, (c and d) 2‐m temperature and 10‐mwind at 0200 LST and 0800
LST 20 May 2015, respectively, (e) 925‐hPa wind, (f) 850‐hPa wind, (g) 500‐hPa wind and geopotential height, and (h) vertical circulation along 115.5°E at 0200 LST
20 May 2015. More specifically, panels (a) and (b) show the cumulative precipitation in the past 6 hr (shaded, mm), with the red rectangle identifying the
location of the warm‐sector torrential rainfall center; panels (c) and (d) show the center of the 2‐m temperature (shaded, °C), with the blue solid lines marking the
position of the cold front; panels (e) and (f) show the center of the 850‐hPa wind speed (shaded, m/s), with the brown parallel lines marking the position of the wind
shear line; panel (g) shows the center of the 500‐hPa wind speed and geopotential height (contoured every 20 gpm), with the brown solid line making the
position of westerly trough; and panel (h) show the merdional wind (shaded, m/s) and potential pseudo‐equivalent temperatures (contoured every 3 K), with the
solid triangles and squares making the latitudinal position of the warm‐sector precipitation center and the front, respectively.
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night (2300 LST) of 19 May, while the coastal heavy rains (warm‐sector torrential rainfall) triggered in the
southeast coastal areas during 2100–2300 LST and produced coherent rainfall for more than 12 h
(Figure 2). From a smaller scale perspective with regional automatic weather stations, we can see more
details that local land/mountain breeze (weak northerly wind) strengthened and intensified the
convergence over the coastal areas might have some contribution to the warm‐sector convection
initiation/development (Figure 3; Wu et al., 2020).

Unlike the relatively good forecasting ability with respect to frontal rainbands, warm‐sector heavy rainfall
has long been a problem to forecasters owing to the limited capability of numerical models in predicting
heavy rainfall without strong synoptic forcing. In operational forecasting, weather forecasters often do not
know whether warm‐sector torrential rain will occur, as well as when and where it will happen.

In this paper, based on previous studies and the case outlined above, we focus on the predictability of coastal
warm‐sector heavy rainfall, especially its convection initiation and development period before converging
with the frontal rainbands (2000 LST 19 May to 0800 LST 20 May). We assume that the configuration and
physics of the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model can simulate such heavy rainfall process
and therefore focus on the impact of initial‐error growth on the practical and intrinsic predictability of
warm‐sector rainfall. Meanwhile, we attempt to use convection‐allowing ensembles to understand the prac-
tical predictability of the key PBL weather systems to this coastal warm‐sector heavy rainfall.

3. Methods and Experimental Design
3.1. Model Description

The numerical model utilized in this study was the fully compressible nonhydrostatic WRF model, version
3.8 (Skamarock & Coauthors 2008). Three two‐way nested domains of 300 × 300, 499 × 499, and 532 × 502
horizontal grid points with 9‐, 3‐, and 1‐km horizontal grid spacing, respectively, were employed. The largest
domain (D01) covered the entire region of South China and the center‐north of the South China Sea, while
the innermost domain (D03) covered most of Guangdong Province (Figure 4a). There were 41 terrain‐
following hydrostatic‐pressure vertical levels (including nine in the PBL bellow 850 hPa) and a model top
of 10 hPa in all domains.

Several physical parameterization schemes were chosen for use in all three domains in all of the simulations,
including the WSM6 microphysics scheme (Hong et al., 2004), the Yonsei State University PBL scheme
(Hong et al., 2004), and a new version of the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model longwave and shortwave

Figure 2. (a–e) Composite reflectivity (dBZ) of observations from 2000 LST 19May to 0800 LST 20 May, and (f) cumulative rainfall (shaded, mm) of gauge–satellite
merged precipitation analysis.
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radiation scheme (Iacono et al., 2008). Additionally, the new Tiedtke cumulus parameterization scheme
(Zhang & Wang, 2017) was used in the 9‐km domain D01 and the 3‐km domain D02.

The control deterministic forecast (CTRL) initialized the three model domains at 2000 LST 18 May and inte-
grated until 2000 LST 20 May. The ICs and lateral boundary conditions (LBCs) of D01 were provided by
National Centers for Environmental Prediction‐Global Forecast System (NCEP‐GFS) operational analysis
data. The CTRL results showed that although the position and intensity of the rainband still have some
errors compared with observation, the model successfully simulated both the frontal rainband and the
warm‐sector heavy rainfall (Figure 4c). It is indicated that this model setup has some capabilities of simulat-
ing this particular coastal warm‐sector heavy rainfall and can refer to the “best‐known procedure” to some
extent. Therefore, in this paper, we focus on the IC uncertainties in the ensembles and investigate the feature
of initial‐error growth from both the practical and intrinsic perspective. The sensibility of the model physics
and vertical/horizontal resolutions to the warm‐sector heavy rainfall will be discussed in our future work.

3.2. Ensemble Generation

Two nested domains (D02 and D03) were employed in the ensemble generation. Considering the focus is on
the impact of initial‐error growth in the inner domain, one‐way nesting was employed in all these ensemble
experiments. For the outer 3‐km resolution domain (D02), the initial ensemble is initialized at 0800 LST 19
May with a 24‐hr forecast range by adding analysis perturbations (U, V, T, and Qv included; Toth & Kalnay,

Figure 3. Distribution of 2‐m temperature (solid dots) and 10‐mwind at (a) 1700 LST and (b) 2300 LST 19 May 2015 based on regional automatic weather stations.
Terrain heights are shaded in gray.

Figure 4. (a) Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) domain configuration, with 9‐, 3‐ and 1‐km grid spacing for the d01, d02, and d03 domains, respectively.
(b) Terrain height (shaded, m) in D03, wherein the red rectangle identifies the warm‐sector torrential rainfall center. (c) Cumulative rainfall (shaded, mm) of the
control deterministic forecast from 2000 LST 19 May to 0800 LST 20 May.
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1993; Wang, Bellus, et al., 2014) acquired from the first 20‐member ECMWF global ensemble prediction pro-
ducts (https://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/) through bilinear interpolation.

For the inner 1‐km resolution domain (D03), three different methods for generating initial ensemble pertur-
bations at different scales (Table 1) were employed to evaluate predictability in this study, and the ensemble
experiments were initialized at 0800 LST 19 May with a 24‐hr forecast range. These experiments employ the
same LBC perturbations provided by the 24‐hr outer domain ensemble forecasts. The first approach was
dynamical downscaling (DOWN), which directly used the perturbations from the first 20‐member
ECMWF global ensemble prediction products as the 3‐km ensembles. As depicted in Figure 5a, such pertur-
bations had a horizontal resolution of 0.5°, showing good representation of synoptic‐scale uncertainties
(Hagedorn et al., 2012).

The second method was Ensemble Transform with Rescaling (ETR; Ma et al., 2014). The analysis perturba-
tion Xa was updated from the forecast perturbation Xf via a transformation matrix T:

Xa ¼ XfT: (1)

Detailed information about the calculation of T can be found in Wei et al. (2008). At each analysis state, the
corresponding downscaled analysis perturbations from ECMWF global ensemble products were used to
rescale the analysis perturbation after (1) via the rescaling factor γ,

γ ¼
mask
pertb

; if mask < pertb

1; if mask≥ pertb

8<
: ; (2)

where “pertb” is the square‐root of the total energy norm from Xa and “mask” denotes the root‐mean‐square
of the total energy norm from downscaled perturbation. Note that such a method is able to maximize the
effective degrees of perturbation freedom and constrain the amplitude of ICPs to vary in accordance with
regional variations of analysis uncertainties with little computational cost. In this study, after adding down-
scaled perturbation to the analysis state at 2000 LST 18May, a 3‐hr interval ETR cycle was implemented, and
the final updated perturbation at 0800 LST 19 May was used to initialize the ensemble experiments in ETR.
Such ICPs encompassed flow‐dependent convective‐scale information (Figure 5b), which is believed to be
essential in convective‐scale ensemble prediction (Johnson & Wang, 2016).

The third approach was the blending method (BLEND), which was proposed by Wang, Bellus, et al. (2014)
and involves combining larger‐scale perturbations from LBCs with small‐scale perturbations from ICPs via
spatial filtering. Thus, to some extent, the blended ICPs should encompass multiscale uncertainties. In this
work, the BLEND experiment was achieved by blending smaller‐scale uncertainties from ETR and larger‐
scale uncertainties from DOWN via the discrete cosine transform method (Caron, 2013; Denis et al., 2002):

ICblend ¼ ICH
ETR þ ICL

DOWN; (3)

where the superscript H and L represent high‐ and low‐pass filters, respectively. The blending interval was
chosen as 64–128 km, indicating that the convective‐scale uncertainties from ETR below 64 km and larger‐

Table 1
Summary of the Initial Condition Perturbations (ICPs) Used in the Ensemble Experiments

Experiment Members ICPs

DOWN 20 Downscaling from the analysis perturbations
from the ECMWF global ensemble prediction
system (https://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/)

ETR 20 Using the ETR method, the perturbations
were incubated for 12 hr

BLEND 20 Blending of the DOWN scheme and
ETR scheme (blending interval: 64–128 km)

Abbreviations: BLEND: blending method; DOWN: dynamical downscaling; ECMWF: European Centre for Medium‐

Range Weather Forecasts; ETR: Ensemble Transform with Rescaling.
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scale uncertainties from DOWN above 128 km were totally retained in BLEND. Thus, BLEND encompassed
both flow‐dependent convective‐scale uncertainties as well as reasonable larger‐scale uncertainties
(Figure 5c).

4. Practical Predictability: Uncertainties in the Simulated Torrential Rainstorm
of the Convection‐Allowing Ensembles

The practical predictability of the warm‐sector torrential rainstorm based on the uncertainties of the 60‐
member convection‐allowing ensemble (described in section 3a) will be examined in this section. The accu-
rate prediction of CI is a problem that is highly sensitive to the interactions between the surface and free
atmosphere that occur within the PBL (Stensrud, 2007). Previous mesoscale studies have also shown that
low‐level jet, land‐sea breeze, mountain‐valley wind, and terrain effects within the PBL play important roles
in the occurrence of warm‐sector heavy rainfall (Wang, Luo, et al., 2014; Wu & Luo, 2016; Wu et al., 2017).
Thus, the practical predictability analysis of warm‐sector torrential rainfall in this section focuses mainly on
the uncertainties in the PBL.

4.1. Comparison of Rainstorm Forecasts Between “GOOD” and “POOR” Members

The 60‐member ensemble initialized with the DOWN, ETR, and BLEND perturbations provided a wide vari-
ety of forecasts. Figure 6 shows the 3‐hr accumulated rainfall from 2200 LST 19May to 0100 LST 20May of 30
ensemblemembers. This time was chosen because it shows the best subjectively chosen representation of the
postconvective initiation. The images of different members show great CI differences in terms of the location
of the warm‐sector torrential rainfall center (red rectangle, as in Figure 1). Some members (e.g., BLEND02)
did well in predicting the occurrence of warm‐sector torrential rains, though some differences with observa-
tions regarding the intensity and location also existed. The model also produced members (e.g., ETR04) that
did not trigger warm‐sector convections (CI missed). The considerable differences among the members are
shownmore clearly in the temporal evolution of precipitation over the warm‐sector torrential rainfall center
(Figure 7). Relatively speaking, except for the first 3 hr, the DOWN and BLEND subsets exhibit greater dis-
persion (Figure 7) due to the synoptic‐scale uncertainties of the ICs (Figure 5). The small spread (Table 2)
of the ICs and striking variability of warm‐sector torrential rains is a strong indicator of a chaotic divergence
(and associated large forecast error growth) of these convection‐allowing ensemble forecasts.

Focusing on the CI of the warm‐sector rainfall, a subjective analysis of the ensemble members compared
with observations was performed with determination of the spatial phasing and temporal phasing of the
warm‐sector convection. Five GOOD members (DOWN10, ETR12, ETR19, BLEND02, and BLEND10) and
four POORmembers (DOWN04, DOWN11, ETR04, and BLEND11) were selected as representations of fore-
cast success and forecast failure for further detailed analysis (Figure 8). Figure 9 displays the PBL environ-
ments of the GOOD and POOR member averages at 2300 LST 19 May. The four rows of panels show the

Figure 5. The initial temperature perturbations (at 850 hPa, shaded, K) of a corresponding member in the (a) dynamical downscaling (DOWN), (b) Ensemble
Transform with Rescaling (ETR), and (c) blending method (BLEND) scheme.
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Figure 6. The simulated 3‐h accumulated rainfall (shaded, mm) form 2200 LST 19 May to 0100 LST 20 May (postconvective initiation) of 30 members. The red
rectangle in each panel identifies the location of the warm‐sector torrential rainfall center (as in Figure 4).

Figure 7. Temporal evolution of precipitation over the warm‐sector torrential rainfall center in three subset ensemble forecast experiments. The grey dotted lines
represent the forecasts of different members and the black solid lines the ensemble mean. The ensemble experiments were initialized at 0800 LST 19 May with a
24‐hr forecast range.
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simulated 3‐hr precipitation, 2‐m temperature, 10‐m wind, and 925‐
hPa wind, respectively. The red rectangles identify the observed
warm‐sector torrential rainfall center.

Although there were very small differences (e.g., T<0.5 K; wind‐925
hPa <0.5 m/s) of the ICs between GOOD and POOR members
(Table 2 and Figure 12), the CI over the next few hours varied widely.
The location and timing of the CI of the coastal warm‐sector rainfall
can be captured by the GOODmember average (Figure a1), although
the intensity of the heavy rains is slightly weaker than that of the

rain‐gauge observations. The POOR member average totally misses the coastal warm‐sector heavy rainfall
center in the south of the LianHua Mountains (LHM; Figure 9b1). The second (third) row in Figure 9 indi-
cates that the near‐surface temperatures (wind) over the surrounding areas of the LHM (north of the red rec-
tangle) are cooler (weaker) in the GOOD members versus the POOR members. In contrast to the POOR
members, there are 1–3°C (temperature) and 1–4 m/s (wind) negative differences over these mountain areas
in the GOOD members. The 925‐hPa wind for the averages of the GOOD members shows a stronger (1–4
m/s positive difference of wind speed) low‐level jet over the northern South China Sea than that of the
POOR members, resulted in more moisture and more unstable energy over the warm‐sector heavy rainfall
region in GOODmembers. These simulated features are similar to results reported in previous studies based
on case observations (Wang, Luo, et al., 2014; Wu & Luo, 2016) and statistics (Wu et al., 2017).

To further illustrate the effects of the PBL environment, the local vertical circulation and equivalent poten-
tial temperature (θse) in the center of the coastal warm‐sector rainfall are shown (Figure 10). In contrast to
the POORmembers, it is apparent that the stronger low level southerly in the GOODmembers brings abun-
dant warm andmoist air (θse > 362 K) from the sea to the coastal areas, where themaximum difference of θse
exceeds 6 K. Meanwhile, the θse near the surface over the mountains has a negative maximum difference of 3
K, resulting in a marked northerly mountain (land) breeze on the north side of the coastal line (Figure 10c).
The southerly airflow over the sea and the mountain breeze over the land (Figures 10c, a3, and c3) result in
apparent convergence and upward motion near the coastal line, which plays an important role in triggering

Table 2
Domain‐Average Standard Deviations of T, QV, U, and V in Different Experiments

Experiment T (K) QV (kg/kg) U (m/s) V (m/s)

DOWN 0.31 0.00030 0.77 0.74
ETR 0.35 0.00038 0.94 0.91
BLEND 0.20 0.00032 0.86 0.83

Abbreviations: BLEND: blending method; DOWN: dynamical downscaling;
ETR: Ensemble Transform with Rescaling.

Figure 8. As in Figure 6 but for the (a–e) GOOD and (f–i) POOR members.
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the warm‐sector torrential rainfall. These results suggest that the practical predictability of the coastal warm‐

sector rainfall is closely associated with the near‐surface temperature/wind over the mountain areas and the
low‐level jets over the northern South China Sea.

Figure 9. Environments of the GOOD and POOR member averages at 2300 LST 19 May (forecast hour 15, postconvective initiation) and their difference (DIFF,
GOOD minus POOR): (a1, b1, and c1) the next 3 hr of precipitation (shaded in a1 and b1, green contours in c1, mm); (a2, b2, and c2) 2‐m temperature
(shaded, °C); (a3, b3, and c3) 10‐m wind vectors and wind speed (shaded, m/s); (a4, b4, and c4) 925‐hPa wind vectors and wind speed (shaded, m/s). The red
rectangles identify the warm‐sector torrential rainfall center (as in Figure 3).
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4.2. Ensemble Sensitivity Analysis of the Convection Initiation

In the previous section, the sensitivity of forecasts to ICPs by varying IC inputs for ensemble members were
evaluated. Ensemble‐based sensitivity analysis (ESA; Ancell & Hakim 2007; Torn & Hakim, 2008; Hakim &
Torn, 2008) is a new and efficient tool for gaining quantitative insights and estimating the forecast sensitivity
to the thermodynamic ICs or earlier forecast times. More recently, the use of ESA has been investigated for
convection‐permitting forecasting in the southern Great Plains region (Bednarczyk & Ancell, 2015; Hill
et al., 2016), in MPEX (Torn & Romine, 2015; Weisman et al., 2015), and in China (Yu & Meng, 2016;
Zhang & Meng, 2018). In the present study, ESA was applied to illustrate the forecast sensitivities of the
CI of coastal warm‐sector torrential rainfall to the thermodynamic conditions at earlier forecast times. By
combining the ESA results with those of the ensemble variability analysis in section 4a, we attempt to shed
more light on the practical predictability of the warm‐sector torrential rainfall.

Figure 11 displays the ESA results for the warm‐sector torrential rainfall center (response region, red rectan-
gle) based on the 60‐member convection‐allowing ensemble. It shows that the precipitation within the
response region is sensitive to the low‐level thermodynamic characteristics southwest of the response region
(green rectangle) and northern mountain areas (blue rectangle), beginning 3 and 2 hr prior to CI, respec-
tively. The forecast is positively sensitive to 925‐hPa (Figure 11, left‐hand column) and near‐surface
(Figure 11, middle column) meridional wind, indicating that a strengthening of the southerly flow over
the sea would produce a higher maximum simulated precipitation in the red rectangle region at hour 15
(2300 LST 19May). Similarly, the significant negative sensitivity to near‐surface temperature over the moun-
tain areas (Figure 11, right‐hand column) illustrates that a decrease in temperature over this region will pro-
ducemore precipitation in the warm‐sector torrential rainfall center 1–2 hr later. In contrast to the cooling of
the mountainous areas, the impact of the strengthening of the low‐level southerly wind over the sea on the
CI of the warm‐sector torrential rainfall has a longer lead time.

To further investigate the impacts of the low‐level thermodynamic characteristics, the temporal evolutions
of 925‐hPa wind speed over the sea (green rectangle in Figure 11) and near‐surface temperature over the
mountains (blue rectangle in Figure 11) are shown (Figure 12). The temporal evolution of 925‐hPa wind
speed shows that the difference between GOOD and POOR members begins to be apparent after 2000
LST 19 May (Figure 12a). Compared to POOR members, the GOOD members exhibit a rapid increase in
wind speed after 2000 LST 19 May, indicating that the nighttime strengthened southerly wind (monsoon
flow) could be better captured by GOOD members. Similarly, the near‐surface temperature over the moun-
tain areas for GOOD and POORmembers does not differ much in the first 8 hr (Figure 12b). After that time,
the temperature for GOOD members shows a characteristic of rapid decline, while the temperature for
POOR members exhibits a characteristic of decline that is approximately linear and slow. The maximum
temperature difference between the two subsets reaches 2°C around 2000 LST 19 May. As shown in the
observations of Figure 3, the thermal cooling from afternoon to night were much more pronounced in the
mountain areas than in the coastal plains. This nighttime cooling temperature over the mountains increased
temperature gradient near the coast, resulting in stronger near‐surface land/mountain breezes over north
side of the coastline and contributing to the convection initiation (combined with the strengthened low‐level
oceanic southerly flow). The subset‐differences combined with this observe results showed that the night-
time cooling (related to the land/mountain breezes) could be better captured by the GOOD members.

Figure 10. As in Figure 9 but for the local vertical circulation (vectors, m/s) and equivalent potential temperature (shaded, K) along 115.6°E (the warm‐sector tor-
rential rainfall center). The green lines represent the northerly wind (meridional wind <0 m/s, contoured every 0.5 m/s).
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Moreover, the reason why rapid decline in temperature over mountain areas may be associated with the
thermal diurnal cycle in mountain areas and the cold pool effect caused by the daytime precipitation, for
which it should be further studied in the future.

Therefore, the ESA (section 4.2) and the subset‐differences comparison (section 4.1) have confirmed similar
conclusions in different aspects. Improvements of the associated physical processes for the nighttime
strengthened southerly wind over the sea and nighttime cooling temperature over mountain areas are
important to the practical predictability of warm‐sector torrential rainfall.

5. Intrinsic Predictability: Sensitivity to Initial‐Error Scale and Amplitude

In section 4, we demonstrated the sources of mesoscale practical predictability with a focus on the CI of
coastal warm‐sector torrential rainfall. Further model development, more observations, and advances in
data assimilation will likely lead to better performing NWPs. However, it can also be seen that because of

Figure 11. Sensitivity of hourly precipitation at 2300 LST 19 May (postconvective initiation) to (a1, a2, and a3) 925‐hPa meridional wind [shaded, mm/(m/s)],
(b1, b2, and b3) 10‐m meridional wind [shaded, mm/(m/s)], and (c1, c2, and c3) 2‐m temperature (shaded, mm/°C) at 2000, 2100, and 2200 LST. The red
rectangle in each panel identifies the warm‐sector torrential rainfall center. The blue and green rectangles highlight the sensitive regions discussed in the text. The
black shading indicates regions where the sensitivity is statistically apparent at the 95% confidence level.
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the chaotic nature of the atmosphere, very small initial errors in NWPs can grow rapidly and substantially
contaminate the mesoscale forecast (Figure 12). In this section, we attempt to investigate the intrinsic
predictability of this warm‐sector torrential rainfall event.

5.1. Sensitivity to Initial‐Error Scale and Error Growth at Different Scales

In this section, a quantitative method (Surcel et al., 2014, 2015) was employed to evaluate the error growth
associated with spatial precipitation uncertainties and the sensitivity to initial‐error scale. As mentioned in
Surcel et al. (2015), by applying this methodology to two or more precipitation fields, a decorrelation scale λ0
can be defined such that all scales smaller than λ0 are fully decorrelated. For the scale λ ≤ λ0, there is no pre-
dictability of the model state (precipitation forecasts from ensemble members) for these scales. For the
scale λ ≥ λ0, the ensemble forecast members are correlated, indicating some predictability by the ensemble.
The power ratio of the decorrelation scale was defined in Surcel et al. (2015) as

R λð Þ ¼

N

∑VARPi λð Þ
i ¼ 1
VARPT λð Þ ; (4)

where VARPi λð Þ is the variance of the precipitation field Pi at scale λ, PT ¼ ∑N
i¼1Pi and N indicates the

numbers of ensemble forecast members. The values for R(λ) vary between 1, which represents complete
decorrelation between the fields Pi at scale λ, and 1/N, which represents perfect resemblance between the
fields at scale λ. The value of λ0 was determined by finding the largest λ for which R(λ)≥ 0.90. The threshold
of 0.90 was chosen rather than 1 in this study as it was found to eliminate some of the noise in determining
the decorrelation scale, without introducing any significant bias.

Figure 13 shows the power ratio of decorrelation scale at different forecast lead times in theDOWN, ETR, and
BLEND experiments. The three color bands along the x axis mark themeso‐γ scales (2–20 km), meso‐β scales
(20–200 km), and meso‐α scales (200–2,000 km), respectively (Orlanski, 1975). The red reference lines indi-
cate the threshold of 0.90, and the precipitation smaller than the corresponding scale will lost all the

Figure 12. Temporal evolution of (a) 925‐hPa wind speed (m/s, averaged within green rectangle region in Figure 8) and
(b) 2‐m temperature (°C, averaged within blue rectangle region in Figure 9) from 0800 LST 19 May to 0800 LST 20
May 2015. The red/blue dotted lines represent the GOOD/POORmembers and the red/blue solid lines represent the mean
of the GOOD/POOR members.
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predictability when the power ratio exceeds this threshold. At the very beginning (Figure 13a), the power
ratio of DOWN is much smaller than that of BLEND and ETR (at the scales smaller than 101.7 ≈ 50 km).
This may be related to the initial perturbations of DOWN members being from the global ECMWF
model (50‐km resolution), while ETR and BLEND members contain smaller storm‐scale perturbations.
Subsequently, the power ratio of all three experiments increases rapidly at the meso‐γ scales (2–20 km;
Figure 13b), which can be thought of as the small initial errors growing rapidly at small scales (Zhang
et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2016). After the first 3 hr, the power ratios increase rapidly and reach the
threshold at different meso‐γ scales (10 km at 6–9 hr and 20 km at 12–18 hr), indicating that the
forecasts are fully decorrelated (lost predictability) at those scales (Figures 13c–13f). Furthermore, a
considerable increase exists in the range of scales over which R(λ)≥ 0.90 with forecast lead time (about 5
km at 6 hr, 10 km at 9 hr, 15 km at 12 hr, and 20 km at 18 hr). Meanwhile, the power ratios of DOWN,
ETR, and BLEND are very similar after 3–6 hr, although there exists obvious differences in the first 3 hr
(Figures 13a and 13b) due to their different initial‐error scale. This result indicates that the spatial scale of
the initial perturbations (DOWN, ETR, and BLEND) has little impact on the later forecast (after 3–6 hr),
suggesting an intrinsic predictability limit for this warm‐sector torrential rainfall event to some extent.

5.2. Sensitivity to the Amplitude of Initial‐Condition Uncertainties

Seven additional sensitivity forecasts, from GTOP1 to GTOP7, were conducted to investigate the sensi-
tivity of the ensemble forecast to the magnitude of IC uncertainties. Similar to Melhauser and Zhang
(2012) and Wu et al. (2013), these 24‐hr sensitivity forecasts were initialized by linearly averaging the
ICs of a GOOD member (ETR19) and a POOR member (BLEND11; Figures 14a and 14b). The
GOOD member and POOR member are defined as GTOP0 and GTOP8, respectively. The ICs of each
sensitivity forecast contained a fraction of the GTOP0 and GTOP8 ICs, with the weighting generated
using equation (5):

Figure 13. Power ratio of decorrelation scale at different forecast lead times (initialized at 0800 LST 19 May 2015) [(a) 1 hr, (b) 3 hr, (c) 6 hr, (d) 9 hr, (e) 12
hr, and (f) 18 hr] in the dynamical downscaling (DOWN; black line), Ensemble Transform with Rescaling (ETR; grey dashed line) and blending
method (BLEND; blue line) experiments. The color bands along the x axis in (b) and (e) mark the different scales. The red reference lines indicate the
threshold (total loss of predictability) of 0.90.
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GTOPX ¼ 1
8

8−Xð Þ×GTOP0þ X×GTOP8½ �; (5)

whereX is the sensitivity experiment number. As a fraction of the IC difference between GTOP0 and GTOP8,
the difference between GTOP2 and GTOP6 is one half, between GTOP3 and GTOP5 is one quarter, and
between GTOP4 and GTOP5 is one eighth, with the other members following the same division properties.
In this GTOPX scaling process, all of the IC fields in domain D03 were perturbed, while the lateral boundary
and the outer domain were not perturbed. As can be seen in Figures 14c and 14d, the difference in the dis-
tribution of 850‐hPa initial temperature perturbation between GTOP5 and GTOP4 (less than 0.1 K) is much
smaller than that between GTOP8 and GTOP0 (many areas exceed 0.5 K, with the maximum exceeds 1 K).

As in Zhang et al. (2003, 2006), the difference total energy (DTE), used to quantify the error growth proce-
dure, was defined as

DTE ¼ 1
2

u′u′þ v′v′þ kT′T′ð Þ; (6)

where u′, v′, and T′ are the difference in wind components and difference in temperature between two simu-
lations (two GTOPX), k= Cp/Tr (Cp= 1,004.9 J · kg−1 · K−1 and Tr= 287 K, the reference temperature). DTE

Figure 14. The distribution of initial temperature perturbations (shaded, °C; initialized at 0800 LST 19May 2015) at 850 hPa for (a) a GOODmember (GTOP0), (b) a
POOR member (GTOP8), (c) GTOP8 minus GTOP0, and (d) GTOP5 minus GTOP4.
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can be thought of as a representation of the energy difference from both thermodynamic and kinematic
fields per unit mass between two simulations. A vertical function (pressure‐weighted average) was further
introduced to calculate the vertically integrated DTE, and the square root of the average DTE was defined
to be the root‐mean‐difference total energy (RMDTE; Nielsen & Schumacher, 2016).

Figure 15a shows the temporal evolution of domain‐averaged RMDTE for four pairs of the error‐reducing
sensitivity experiments (GTOP0−GTOP1, GTOP0−GTOP5, GTOP0−GTOP3, and GTOP0−GTOP1) from
0800 LST 19 May to 0800 LST 20 May. In terms of total RMDTE, the initial difference between GTOP0
and GTOP1 will be one eighth, nearly an order of magnitude less than GTOP0−GTOP8 at 0800 LST 19
May. It can be seen that a rapid increase in RMDTE appeared after the model initiation, in particular for
the pairs with larger initial difference (GTOP0−GTOP8 and GTOP0−GTOP5). This feature of rapid error
growth has been found in many previous studies, although there are some differences in the lead time
and the rate of growth (Melhauser & Zhang, 2012; Nielsen & Schumacher, 2016; Zhang et al., 2006).
Meanwhile, in contrast to the large‐error pairs, the RMDTE of the small‐error experiments
(GTOP0−GTOP1 and GTOP0−GTOP3) show a slower increase, which seems to indicate that the event will
have significant practical predictability.

However, from all of the 36 pairs of the nine members (GTOP0 to GTOP8), it can be seen that there were two
sets of experiments with significant differences in the trend—one with rapid growth and large RMDTE (red
lines), and the other with a more steady growth (black lines; Figure 15b). More importantly, although the
RMDTEs of experiments with large errors (or large differences) are rapidly increasing, not all RMDTEs of
experiments with small errors (or small differences) are slowly changing. From the eight pairs of experi-
ments with the smallest differences, GTOP4−GTOP5 shows a rapid growth characteristic unlike the other
seven pairs of experiments (Figure 15c). In fact, all the rapid‐increase experiments (red lines in
Figure 15b) include the difference of GTOP4−GTOP5, indicating that there might be a point of bifurcation
between GTOP4 and GTOP5. From the simulated 3‐hr accumulated rainfall for the nine forecasts (GTOP0
through GTOP8), we can also see clear divergence between the warm‐sector convection development of
GTOP4 and GTOP5 (Figure 16). The small differences in the ICs are manifesting themselves with (without)
convective development in the coastal areas of GTOP4 (GTOP5), indicating that there is a dividing line or
bifurcation point between the GTOP4 (developing) and the GTOP5 (non‐developing) flow regimes.

Figure 15. Temporal evolution of domain‐averaged root‐mean‐difference total energy (RMDTE; m/s) between the indicated simulations from 0800 LST 19 May to
0800 LST 20 May 2015.
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Figure 15d shows the four pairs of experiments with various differences, all of which include the difference
of GTOP4−GTOP5. It can be seen that a rapid increase of RMDTE appeared after the model initiation in all
of these four pairs. Meanwhile, by comparing the RMDTE of GTOP0−GTOP8 to the subsequent three pairs
of experiments with decreasing smaller initial differences, reducing the IC error does lead to a reduced final
RMDTE and thus improves the practical predictability in the first 8 hr (0800 LST to 1600 LST 19May), but at
a decreasing rate. However, after 12 hr (2000 LST 19 May), the RMDTE of the three pairs with smaller initial
differences are becoming larger than that of GTOP0 − GTOP8, indicating that an intrinsic predictability
limit exists during this heavy rainfall event.

To further examine the variability of RMDTE according to the heavy rainfall, the evolution of domain‐
averaged RMDTE in the frontal rainfall region, warm‐sector rainfall region, and the no‐heavy‐rain region
are shown (Figure 17). In the frontal rainfall region (Region1), a rapid increase of RMDTE appears at 6
hr, and then the evolution of RMDTE in the four pairs of experiments is almost identical (Figure 17a).
Besides, the pronounced diurnal cycle (i.e., an obvious reduction in RMDTE between 2000 LST 19 May
and 0800 LST 20May) present in Region1 indicates the (more predictable) synoptic front control on prevent-
ing the errors in this region from growing continuously, as in the MCS region (baroclinic zone) in Nielsen
and Schumacher (2016).

In the warm‐sector torrential rainfall region (Region2), however, a highly divergent feature of the temporal
evolution of RMDTE exists between the four pairs of experiments (Figure 17b). In particular, by comparing
the RMDTE of the four pairs of experiments with decreasing smaller initial differences, reducing the IC error
does not lead to a reduced final RMDTE after 2000 LST 19 May. Conversely, the three pairs of experiments
with the smaller difference, peaking at 15 hr, show a notably larger RMDTE than that of GTOP0−GTOP8

Figure 16. Simulated 3‐hr accumulated rainfall (shaded,mm) for the linearly averaged sensitivity forecasts (GTOP0 throughGTOP8) form 2200 LST 19May to 0100
LST 20 May.
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during 2000 LST 19 May to 0400 LST 20 May (the major period of warm‐sector torrential rainfall). This
means that in the coastal warm‐sector areas with deep moist convection, even if the initial error is
reduced to one eight of the original, the subsequent forecast results are not necessarily better and may
even be worse. On the other hand, the lack of a clear diurnal cycle (i.e., a reduction in RMDTE between
2000 LST 19 May and 0500 LST 20 May) and larger spread growth rates in Region 2 are associated with
interactions with local terrain, land/mountain‐breezes, and 925‐hPa oceanic wind. It indicates that
compared to the frontal rainfall region, this warm‐sector heavy rainfall region has little change in the
large‐scale forcing through time, as in the MCV region of Nielsen and Schumacher (2016). In the no‐
heavy‐rain region (Region3, a region with little to no convection), the RMDTEs are much smaller than in
other regions (Figure 17c), probably due to the lack of deep moist convection (Nielsen & Schumacher,
2016). These sensitivity experiment results demonstrate that an intrinsic predictability limit exists for this
coastal warm‐sector torrential rainfall event.

As shown in the practical predictability analyses in section 4, nighttime strengthened southerly wind over
the sea and nighttime cooling temperature over mountain areas are two key factors to the formation of
warm‐sector torrential rainfall. To depict the intrinsic predictability more specifically, we estimated the tem-
poral evolutions of these two key factors in GTOP0, GTOP8, GTOP4, and GTOP5 (Figure 18). Compared to
POOR member (GTOP8), the nighttime strengthened southerly wind (Figure 18a) and nighttime cooling
temperature (Figure 18b) after 2000 LST 19 May could be better captured in the GOOD member (GTOP0).
Although the initial differences of GTOP4−GTOP5 is only one eighth of GTOP0−GTOP8, similar differences
exist for 925‐hPa wind speed and near‐surface temperature during the period of warm‐sector torrential rain-
fall (2000 LST 19 May to 0800 LST 20 May). This indicates that under an environment of deep moist convec-
tion, the rapid growth of very small initial errors (GTOP4 and GTOP5) will also growth up rapidly and lead to
significant differences in both nighttime southerly winds over the sea and near‐surface temperature in

Figure 17. Temporal evolution of domain‐averaged RMDTE (m/s) between the indicated simulations for the (a) region of frontal torrential rainfall (Region1),
(b) region of warm‐sector torrential rainfall (Region2), and (c) region of no heavy rainfall (Region3) from 0800 LST 19 May to 0800 LST 20 May 2015. (d) The
regional division according to the precipitation (shaded, mm, as in Figure 2f).
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mountainous areas (Figure 18), which will result in an intrinsic pre-
dictability limit of coastal warm‐sector torrential rainfall.

6. Summary and Discussion

The statistical characteristics and triggering mechanism of heavy
rains in the South China monsoon region have been investigated
from different aspects in previous studies, whereas how initial errors
might grow at the mesoscale and how predictable they are is still not
clear. In particular, the predictability of the frequent flash‐flood‐
producing and low‐forecasting‐skill warm‐sector torrential rainfall
within weak synoptic forcing has not been documented. In this work,
we examined the intrinsic and practical predictability of a warm‐

sector torrential rainfall event via convection‐allowing ensemble
forecasts (horizontal resolution of 1 km) during SCMREX on 19–20
May 2015.

Using a set of ICs that represented different spatial scales (Table 1)
and small uncertainties (Table 2) with theWRFmodel, the 60 ensem-
ble members showed large uncertainty with respect to the occurrence
of coastal warm‐sector torrential rainfall, indicating a chaotic diver-
gence among them. Five convection‐initiation and four
nonconvection‐initiation ensemble forecast members were subjec-
tively chosen and their ICs averaged. By contrasting the PBL environ-

ments of the GOOD and POOR members, the CI of the warm‐sector rainstorm was shown to be closely
related to the low‐level southerly wind over the sea, near‐surface temperature over the northern mountain
areas, and associated local meridional circulation.

Furthermore, investigation of the practical predictability of the coastal warm‐sector torrential rainfall with
the ESA method confirmed the results of the subset comparison (GOOD and POOR) and provided a more
quantitative analysis of the low‐level thermodynamic characteristics. A strengthening of the 925‐hPa south-
erly flow over the northern South China Sea and a decrease in the near‐surface temperature over the LHM
would produce a higher maximum simulated precipitation in the warm‐sector rainfall center 1–3 hr later.
Improvements in the associated physical processes in NWPmodels for the nighttime strengthened southerly
winds over the sea and cooling temperatures over the mountains are important to the practical predictability
of warm‐sector torrential rainfall. These analysis results of convection‐allowing ensemble forecasts also ver-
ify the observational statistics reported in our pervious study (Wu et al., 2017).

For the intrinsic predictability, the sensitivity to the initial‐error scale (synoptic scale, storm scale, and blend-
ing scale) and error growth at different scales were analyzed by introducing the decorrelation scale method.
The spatial scale of the initial perturbations had little impact on the forecast after 3 hr and the meso‐γ scales
(2–20 km) of precipitation were fully decorrelated (complete loss of predictability) after 12 hr, highlighting
an intrinsic predictability limit for this warm‐sector torrential rainfall event.

Sensitivity experiments were conducted to linearly reduce the IC difference between a GOODmember and a
POOR member by one half, one quarter, and one eighth, followed by integration for 24 h. The domain‐
averaged RMDTE indicated that improving the ICs by reducing the spread between ensemble members does
not linearly decrease the final RMDTE. Conversely, after 8–12 hr, the RMDTE of the group with small‐
difference ICs appeared approaching and even exceeding the value of the group with large‐difference ICs.
This feature of nonlinear RMDTE development with IC differences is more obvious in the coastal warm‐

sector rainfall region than other regions, indicating a significant intrinsic predictability limit of warm‐sector
torrential rainfall. More specific results were also found in the temporal evolution of two important trigger-
ing factors (southerly winds over the sea and temperatures over the mountains) of the warm‐sector rainfall
in the tiny IC‐difference experiments (GTOP4 and GTOP5).

In summary, from the perspective of practical predictability, improving the initial observations of the
two sensitive thermodynamic factors (low‐level winds over the sea and surface temperatures over the

Figure 18. As in Figure 12 but for a specific GOOD member (GTOP0, red dotted
line), POOR member (GTOP8, blue dotted line), and their corresponding
experiments with tiny initial‐condition difference (GTOP4 and GTOP5).
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mountains) and the related model physics (e.g., the PBL scheme) can improve the forecasting ability of
this coastal warm‐sector torrential rainfall event. However, it should be noted that the practical predict-
ability of severe weather is also influenced by some other factors in NWP models, such as horizontal
resolution, physical parameterization schemes, and topographic effects (Surcel et al., 2015; Zhang
et al., 2016; Burlingame et al., 2017). Recently, based on a 15‐day period during the SCMREX in May
2014, Zhang (2018) specifically designed a convection‐permitting ensemble prediction system to quanti-
tative precipitation forecasts over southern China and found that initial perturbations, LBCs, and model
physics were all very sensitive to different heavy rainfall events. Therefore, to improve the operational
forecasting ability of warm‐sector torrential rainfall, it is necessary to carry out more detailed studies
with more operational practices and more flow‐dependent cases (Melhauser & Zhang, 2012; Nielsen &
Schumacher, 2016).

It should also be noted that different from the storm‐scale predictability of some previous studies in which
the environmental conditions are highly predictable (Zhang et al., 2015, 2016), there is a considerable intrin-
sic predictability limit of warm‐sector torrential rainfall and its associated thermodynamic environmental
conditions (Figures 12, 15, and 18). Therefore, a rapidly updating convection‐allowing ensemble forecasting
system should be a more effective tool for these warm‐sector torrential rainfall events. However, the formu-
lation of proper ensemble techniques at the meso or storm scale remains a highly challenging task (Johnson
et al., 2014). Understanding more details about mesoscale predictability and corresponding error‐growth
dynamics could provide guidance on the design and implementation of convection‐allowing ensemble fore-
cast systems (Melhauser & Zhang, 2012; Zhang, 2018).
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